Abstract. The upper ocean current and temperature fields in the western Weddell Sea were measured from the drifting pack ice at Ice Station Weddell I (ISW) and nearby sites using a vertical profiler and an array of moored sensors in January-June 1992. These data document the structure and variability of the internal gravity wave field and tidal currents in this remote region. The variance of the internal wave continuum (f < frequency < N) at ISW was 0.2-0.6 of the Garrett-Munk (GM) universal level for the first 60 days, increasing to near GM levels during the final 10 days of the deployment. In contrast, the energy density at site C, 50 km west of ISW and farther up the continental slope, was always near GM levels. Variations may be due to a combination of spatial and temporal gradients of the internal wave field. At ISW, coherence between vertically separated sensors was used to estimate vertical wave number bandwidth. Energy and bandwidth estimates are compared with previous studies in both ice-covered and temperate oceans. Using our measurements of the internal wave field and existing parameterizations of mixing, we estimate the vertical heat flux from the Warm Deep Water toward the surface. At ISW the upward heat flux due to mixing associated with the internal waves was about 1 W m -2, much less than the 20 W m -2 average flux required to balance the heat budget for the Weddell Gyre. Tidal currents contributed significantly to the total measured horizontal velocity variance. The tides were primarily barotropic and increased toward the west in both the semidiurnal and diurnal frequency bands. It is suggested that the stronger tidal currents to the west, over the shallower water of the upper continental slope, are indirectly responsible for the higher internal wave energy at site C relative to ISW.
Introduction
Internal gravity waves are a natural mode of oscillation in a stratified fluid. Early theoretical formulations
The climatology of each of these three components is different. Near-inertial waves vary considerably in time and space and, in the upper ocean, are often associated with specific storm-forcing events. The internal tide is found throughout the world ocean and usually contains a significant fraction of the total internal wave energy. Unlike the regularity of the barotropic tide, the amplitude and phase of the internal tide are variable in time: no universal model exists for their prediction. In contrast to the other components, the background continuum has been found to be relatively steady in time and homogeneous in space. This remarkable realization was first discussed by Garrett and Munk [1972] . Internal waves are as "common as waves at the sea surfaceperhaps even more so, for no one has ever reported an interior calm" [Munk, 1981, p. 264] . The constancy of the wave field has made identification of sources and sinks of internal waves difficult. Waves are apparently generated from many locations and then fill the ocean by propagating horizontally and vertically before being dissipated. The observed horizontal isotropy of the wave field provides evidence that the waves exist for enough time to produce a fairly random sea, making identification of the start and end of wave packets difficult. Also, tracking individual wave packets is further complicated by the possible nonlinear interaction among waves. Eventually, all internal waves are dissipated, their energy undoubtedly contributing to mixing the ocean. In the deep ocean this random sea can be described by the empirical statistical formulation known as the Garrett-Munk (GM) spectrum Munk, 1972, 1975; Munk, 1981] . The GM spectrum has been shown to be a reliable first-order description of the wave field throughout the world's oceans.
In interpreting observations it must be realized that other processes may contribute to oceanic variability at the space scales and timescales often dominated by internal waves and tides. Sometimes these processes are collectively referred to as irreversible fine structure to be distinguished from the reversible nature of linear waves [e.g., Desaubies and Gregg, 1981; Lien and M•iller, 1992] . Many different phenomena may actually be responsible for generating fine structure. Density and velocity fine structure may be a signature of mixing, intrusions, vortical modes, or mesoscale processes. Waves may then advect the fine structure, greatly obscuring the interpretation of observations. While there is much statistical similarity among the internal wave fields in different regions, there are some differences. Relating differences in the wave field to differences in the oceanic environment and external forcing may help identify the important sources and sinks of the waves [Wunsch, 1975] . Progress toward understanding internal wave dynamics comes from the synthesis of observations made at these different locations under a variety of conditions. This paper reports on observations of internal waves and tides in the western Weddell Sea, an area of the ocean that has seldom been explored. In 1992 a joint U.S./Russian ice camp named Ice Station Weddell 1 (ISW) was established in this region (see Gordon et al. [1993a] for an overview of the project). The area is perennially covered by thick, drifting pack ice which has limited access by researchers. ISW provided a stable, slowly drifting platform which permitted the deployment of instruments capable of recording highfrequency time series.
We first describe the high-frequency and tidal oscillations of the temperature and velocity fields in the upper ocean during the ISW drift. These observations are interpreted within the framework of the three components of the wave field. Spectral analysis of the continuum permits a close comparison with the GM formulation and with data from previous studies. Variations of the wave field as a function of time and space are described. Using the measured internal wave field and existing empirical relationships, we estimate the turbulent dissipation rate and the associated heat flux. Implications for the regional heat balance are discussed. The current meter data are analyzed using traditional tidal analysis, and the cross-slope variability is discussed and compared with a numerical tidal model.
Experiment Description
Measurements were made at ISW from late January In this method, ice motion is assumed to consist entirely of a mean plus tidal and inertial components; a best fit is made using 2-day sections of the ice position data. by N(z) (WKB approximation).
In constructing such a spectral model, spectral shapes in frequency and wave number are chosen that best represent the data. Using the spectral shapes consistent with G M, the internal wave field can be described using only two independent parameters, r and t, that describe energy and wave number bandwidth, respectively [Desaubies, 1976] . More parameters in more complicated spectral models can be constructed, but this twoparameter formulation allows an informative first-order intercomparison of wave fields. The specific spectral formulations used in this paper are given in the Appendix.
Using the GM formulation and notation given in predominantly northward flow before and after this period. The variability in the drift at this time was consistent with the ice motion being forced primarily by the wind stress, which was also highly variable during this period. Figure 7) . In the GM spectrum the vertical coherence is not a function of frequency. Although there is some frequency dependence in the data, values of t are chosen to give coherence levels (horizontal lines in Figure 7 ) that are in reasonable agreement with observations. The GM spectrum only applies to the frequency band between f and N. At the low-frequency end of the internal wave band near f, the coherence is undoubtedly influenced by the semidiurnal tide (section 3.2) and hence is not expected to follow the GM model. The high-frequency cutoff near N is clear during segments 3 and 4; however, the cutoff for other segments is less obvious. The vertical resolution of coherence is relatively coarse; the minimum vertical separation of temperature sensors in the permanent pycnocline was 30 m. During segment 4, when the coherence was highest, the dependence of the coherence on vertical separation reasonably follows the GM form (A9). During the other segments the coherence was significantly lower; coherence at separations greater than 30 rn was often not significant and could not be fit to the GM level.
During segment 3 (DOY
The wave number bandwidth t was typically larger than tGM79, indicating that the observed wave field at ISW was less coherent than GM79 (Figure 4b) . During segment 4, t/tGM?9 • 2, while in the other segments, t/tGM79 • 4 to 5. However, the lack of a high-frequency cutoff in coherence during segment 2 casts doubt on using a pure internal wave model to interpret these observations: irreversible fine structure may be important in explaining the coherence structure.
The vertical wave number spectrum is another quantity that can be used to check the consistency of the spectral representation of the internal wave field. During each segment, wave number spectra were estimated from RSVP profiles (Figure 8 Wavenumber, cpm Figure 8 . Vertical wave number displacement spectra at ISW for each segment. The spectra were estimated from vertical temperature profiles using an average vertical temperature gradient to convert to vertical displacement. As there is little difference among any of these spectra, no attempt has been made to label them individually. The G M79 spectra using estimates of r and t from each segment are also shown.
is lower than the observed spectrum by a factor of 2 to 4. This discrepancy might be due to the presence of irreversible temperature fine structure; it is possible for the fine structure to dominate the high wave number spectrum but not contaminate the frequency spectrum in the internal wave band (see section 4). Estimates of r for each of the time segments are given in Figure 4 . In contrast to ISW the spectral levels of displacement were near GM levels for the first three segments; an estimate for segment 4 was not possible due to the lack of reliable observations. The velocity variance for segment 3 is also within a factor of 2 of the GM level.
The w spectra from site C for each segment are shown in Figure 5b along with the modeled spectra. As found at ISW the spectra are closer to the modified G M spectral shape, especially during segments 2 and 3. Unfortunately, coherences and wave number spectra are not available from site C, preventing a more detailed comparison. Possible reasons for the difference in the amplitude of the wave field between the two sites are discussed in section 4.
Tides
over a 256-m depth range centered at 250 m; larger vertical extent was not practical due to the vertical variability of the hydrography. The average vertical temperature gradient was used to convert temperature to vertical displacement. Overall, there is not a significant difference among the four spectra: all are within a factor of 2. For comparison, predicted GM wave number spectra are also plotted using values of r and t (A8) estimated from displacement and velocity spectra. The corresponding wave number spectra for the modified frequency spectrum ((A4) and (A5)) are not shown, as they have the same shape with the spectral level increased by a factor of 1.24 (A8). Over this range of vertical wave numbers the GM79 spectrum has a fi-2 dependence and a spectral level that is approximately proportional to the product ft. The predicted GM spectra for the four segments are within a factor of 2 of each other as t tends to vary inversely with r. Specifically, in segments 1, 2, and 3, where the energy level r is lower than GM, the bandwidth t is higher. In segment 4, r is higher, but t is lower. Nonetheless the GM spectrum Phase ( 
Discussion
We next consider the effect of the internal wave continuum on regional hydrography and circulation. The parameters that characterize the observed internal wave continuum from ISW and site C are summarized in Table 2 and not the effects of mooring motion, the spectrum of pressure that directly measures vertical mooring motion was compared with the displacement spectrum inferred from temperature (not shown). The pressure spectrum was a factor of 10 to 100 lower than the displacement spectrum; that is, even though the vertical motion of the mooring increased during the storm, it was significantly less than the measured displacements at internal wave frequencies. The correlation of increased wave energy with faster ice drift suggests that wave energy may be input by the stress at the ice/water interface.
The mechanism by which the waves would be generated is, however, uncertain. McPhee and Kantha [1989] described a mechanism by which form drag over ice keels could generate internal waves in the underlying pycnocline. In the western Weddell Sea however, after the decay of the seasonal pycnocline, the mixed layer is so deep that flow relative to typical ice keels resulting from rafting and deformation is not likely to be an efficient generator of internal waves. Several icebergs in the vicinity of the camp may have had sufficient draft to interact with the permanent pycnocline. However, more study is needed to assess the possibility that icebergs contribute significantly to internal wave production in this region. It is also possible that the increase in internal wave energy is simply related to the drift of the ice camp into a region of higher mean energy, Overall, the observations at ISW are most consistent with internal waves during the high-energy segment 4. Not only is the energy near GM79 levels at this time, but the frequency spectrum of w shows the clearest cutoffs near both f and N. The coherence structure also follows the model dependence more closely than during other segments and has a sharp cutoff at N. The preference for anticlockwise current in the rotary spectrum follows more closely the theoretical prediction than at other times (Figure 6 ).
Vertical wave number spectra of displacement sometimes show a break in slope, usually near 0.1 cpm, indicating a high wave number cutoff [Gregg, 1977] . At ISW the temperature vertical wave number spectra have a
•-2 dependence with no hint of a break or cutoff (Figure 8) . There was also no significant difference among the spectra from the time segments. The spectra are about a factor of 2 to 4 higher than predicted by the GM formulation using the estimated values of r and t. Differences from the G M spectrum may be due to the presence of temperature fine structure. The presence of fine structure does not, however, invalidate the interpretation of the w frequency spectrum as internal waves. The model developed by Levine and Irish [1981] shows that when this high-wave number fine structure is advected by the internal wave field, the corresponding temporal signal usually occurs at frequencies above N. With the magnitude of fine structure present in the wave number spectra, it is likely that the estimated displacement frequency spectra are dominated by internal waves in the frequency band f to N.
The wave number spectra at ISW are consistent with (4) and (5)) and hence is relatively sensitive to small errors in estimating r and t. It is especially difficult to characterize the internal wave bandwidth by a single constant parameter t, requiring many assumptions about the form of the spectrum. It therefore remains an open question as to whether it is reasonable to estimate e from easily measured average properties of the internal wave field. One way to address this question is to make more concurrent direct measurements of dissipation and the internal wave spectrum. Observations in regions where the wave spectrum deviates significantly from the Garrett-Munk description could be most enlightening. Direct numerical simulation is another tool that might contribute to our understanding of the link between internal waves and dissipation.
Summary
The 
The vertical coherence depends only on t and can be written as [Desaubies, 1976] C'½(Az) --exp[-tN Az]
